The Epistle To The PHILIPPIANS
Committed to Christ and the Gospel
Pressing On Toward the Goal
Philippians 3:12

1. Humbly acknowledge that you haven't arrived (v. 12a)
Pressing On Toward the Goal
Philippians 3:12-21

1. Humbly acknowledge that you haven't arrived (v. 12a)
Pressing On Toward the Goal – Part 1
Philippians 3:12-21
1. Cultivate a humble, holy dissatisfaction (v. 12a)
2. Passionately pursue a greater knowledge of Christ (vv. 12-14)
2. Passionately *pursue* a greater knowledge of Christ (vv. 12-14)

• A *passionate* and *focused* pursuit
2. Passionately pursue a greater knowledge of Christ (vv. 12-14)

- A passionate and focused pursuit
- Forgetting and straining
3. Be **faithful** in the spiritual progress you have made (vv. 15-16)
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